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The various molecular weight (MW) regenerated silk

fibroins were prepared with different dissolution con-

dition and the effect of MW on the gelation behavior of

regenerated aqueous silk fibroin (SF) solution was

investigated. The result of gelation time measurement

indicated that the gelation of SF aqueous solution was

accelerated by the increase of MW and SF concentra-

tion. When formic acid was added in SF aqueous solu-

tion, the gelation time of SFL and SFC30 aqueous

solution showed a significant decreaseat 0.03% formic

acid addition. In case of the lowest MW sample,

SFC180, SF molecules became aggregated and precip-

itated without gelation after 28 days storage time.

These findings indicate that MW control of SF can be

utilized to control the gelation time of SF aqueous solu-

tion. 
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Introduction

The regenerated silk fibroin (SF) has attracted

researcher’s attention due to its unique properties as a bio-

material including good blood compatibility (Sakabe et

al., 1989), minimal inflammatory reaction in a body

(Meinel et al., 2005), good matrix performance for cell

growing (Minoura et al., 1995), etc. With those useful

properties, extensive researches regarding application of

SF to biotechnological fields have been performed,

recently. For those applications, the SF has been fabri-

cated to fiber (Ki et al., 2007; Um et al., 2004), nano web

(Ki et al., 2008; Sukigaraet al., 2003), film (Kweonet al.,

2001; Mathuret al., 1997), powder (Yoshimizu and

Asakura, 1990), and gel forms (Kang et al., 2000; Wang et

al., 2008), etc.

The SF aqueous solution becomes a gel when it is

stored for a certain period. The gelation of SF aqueous

solution takes place because the molecular network of SF

molecules is formed. It has been reported that SF mole-

cules rearrange from a random coil conformation to beta

sheet conformation during the gelation process (Nagark-

aret al., 2010). Recently, SF gel has attracted researcher’s

attention because the high strength of SF gel, its porosity

and its biocompatibility make it a potentially interesting

biomaterial (Nagarkaret al., 2010). 

Molecular weight (MW) of polymer has an important

role in determining the structure and properties of poly-

mer. Though it is also expected that MW of SF strongly

influences the gelation behavior of SF aqueous solution,

the effect of MW of SF on the gelation was not studied in

detail, yet.

Therefore, in this study, various MW SF aqueous solu-

tions were prepared by different dissolution condition and

the effect of MW on the gelation behavior of SF aqueous

solution was examined.

Materials and Methods

Preparation

Bombyxmori cocoons were degummed with sodium

oleate 0.3% (o.w.f.) and sodium carbonate 0.2% (o.w.f.)

solution at a boiling temperaturefor 1 hr, and then rinsed

thoroughly in distilled water and dried to obtain SF. The
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SFs were dissolved by 4 different dissolution conditions

to prepare 4 different MW regenerated SFs. The sample

code of regenerated SF and dissolution conditions were

listed in Table 1.

The aqueous SF solutions were obtained through the

dialysis of the dissolved SF solutions in a cellulose tube

(molecular cut off = 12,000~14,000) against a circulating pure

water for 5 days at room temperature. The concentration

of aqueous SF solution was measured with Moisture

Balance (XM60, Precisa, Swiss) and 1~2% (w/v)

concentration of aqueous SF solution was obtained. 1%

(w/v) SF aqueous solution were prepared by adding

distilled water into the SF solution and 5% (w/v) solution

were obtained by evaporating water in the SF solution

with drying oven at 60oC. 0.01~30% (v/v) regenerated SF

formic acid aqueous solutions were prepared by adding

formic acid into regenerated SF aqueous solution and by

mixing them carefully.

Measurement

The regenerated SF solutions were stored in 20 ml vial in

convection oven at 25oC. The vial was tilted to check if

the gelation took place. The gelation time was determined

by the time the SF solution did not flow when the solution

was tilted. The several vials for each SF sample were pre-

pared to use them once for the gelation test because the

tilted SF solution in vial could not be used in the gelation

test again.

Results and Discussion

In other study, it isfound by fast protein liquid chroma-

tography that the various MW SFs could be prepared by

different dissolution condition (Cho et al., 2011). In addi-

tion, it was revealed that the MW order of SF samples was

as follows; SFL > SFC3 > SFC30 > SFC180. 

Fig. 1 exhibited the effect of MW on the gelation time

of 1% regenerated SF aqueous solution. The SFL aqueous

solution produced by dissolution in 9.3 M LiBr aqueous

solution, the highest MW sample, became a gel in 3 days.

As the MW of SF decreased, the gelation time decreased.

The gelation time of 5% regenerated SF aqueous solu-

tionswere also measured to examine the effect of SF con-

centration on the gelation behavior. As shown in Fig. 2,

5% SFC3, SFC30, and SFC180 solutions exhibited a

reduced gelation time compared to 1% SF solutions.

These results imply the high MW and concentration

accelerates the gelation of SF aqueous solution. Kim et al.

(2004) reported that gelation occurs because of the for-

Table 1. Sample codes of various MW SF samples prepared

by different dissolution conditions

Sample

code
Solvent

Dissolution 

temperature 

(oC)

Dissolution 

time

(min)

SFL
9.3 LiBr aqueous 

solution
25 360

SFC3

CaCl2/H2O/EtOH 

solution

(1/8/2 mole ratio)

85 3

SFC30

CaCl2/H2O/EtOH 

solution

(1/8/2 mole ratio)

85 30

SFC180

CaCl2/H2O/EtOH 

solution

(1/8/2 mole ratio)

85 180 Fig. 1. Gelation time of 1% regenerated SF aqueous solutions

with different dissolution condition; (a) SFL, (b) SFC3, (c)

SFC30, and (d) SFC180.

Fig. 2. The effect of dissolution time in CaCl2/H2O/EtOH solu-

tion on the gelation time of 5% regenerated SF aqueous solution.
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mation of inter- and intramolecular interactions among the

protein chains including hydrophobic interactions and

hydrogen bonds. Kang et al. (2000) reported that the gela-

tion time of SF aqueous solution decreased, as the SF con-

centration increased from 1.43 wt% to 2.98 wt%. Kweon

et al. (2001) reported that the gelation of silk sericin aque-

ous solution accelerated with an increase of silk sericin

concentration. Also, the gelation of polymer is a result of

network formation of polymer molecules in a solution.

Therefore, this result can be easily understood based on

those findings. That is, as MW and concentration

increased, the network formation between SF molecules

becomes easier resulting in a decrease of gelation time.

It is well known that pH strongly influences the gelation

behavior of regenerated SF solution. SF is a protein mate-

rial and has an isoelectric point at pH = 3.8~3.9 (Heider et

al., 1993). Therefore, the gelation of SF solution takes

place easily when the pH approaches the isoelectric point.

Various formic acid contents were added in SF aqueous

solutions to investigate the effect of formic acid content

on gelation behavior of the different MW SF solutions.

Fig. 3 presents the gelation time of SF solution added with

various formic acid contents.

Regardless of MW, the gelation time decreased signif-

icantly at 0.03% (v/v) formic acid content. In case of

SFC30, gelation time increased slightly after 0.03% for-

mic acid addition. There was almost no change in the

gelation time of SFL solution after 0.03%. It seems that

the fastest gelation of SFL and SFC30 at 0.03~0.1% for-

mic acid content is due to that their pH approaches iso-

electric point. On the whole, though there is a difference

in the gelation time between SFL and SFC30, the trend of

gelation time by addition of formic acid is quite similar. 

However, different gelation behavior was observed in

the smallest MW sample, SFC180 produced by dissolu-

tion in CaCl2 mixed solvent for 3 hours. In case of SFL, it

showed a gelation at 0.01% formic acid and no gelation at

30% formic acid (Data is not shown here). On the other

hand, SFL180 did not display a gelation state. In case of

0.01% formic acid addition, it is observed that there is a

precipitation of SF aggregates. For 30% formic acid, no

precipitation nor gelation was observed. 

Considering formic acid is a good solvent and stabiliz-

ing agent for SF (Um et al., 2003), it can be easily under-

stood that the relatively transparent SF solution state at

30% formic acid regardless of MW. Aggregation and pre-

cipitation of SFC180 solution at 0.01% formic acid can be

explained by molecular size. As mentioned above, the

gelation takes place when polymer molecules construct

the network structure with neighboring molecules. How-

ever, in case of the smallest MW sample, SFC180, the

chain size is not long enough to build network with neigh-

boring molecules. 

In this study, the various MW SFs were fabricated by

different dissolution condition and the effect of MW on

the gelation behavior of SF aqueous solution. As a result,

it was confirmed that MW influences significantly the

gelation behavior of SF aqueous solution. The gelation

time could be controlled variably by MW of SF. In par-

ticular, it was found that the gelation did not take place,

when the MW of SF decreased to a certain level. It was

also learned that high MW reduced remarkably the gela-

tion time of SF aqueous solution. These findings can be

utilized in application of SF to biomedical fields. It is nec-

essary to study the gel strength of SF gel with various

MWs for the application of SF gel. This study will be per-

formed as a subsequent study.
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